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Abstract—Software defined wireless local area network (SDWLAN) has gained significant interest recently from both academic and industrial communities, and initiated a paradigmatic
reconsideration on the stereotyped management and control of
current WLAN due to its flexibility and programmability. However, with the proliferation of mobile devices, efficient client association with quality of service (QoS) guarantees in high-density
SDWLAN is a very challenging issue. In this paper, we study
the client association problem in SDWLAN with new features
including centralized association, global network state awareness,
seamless handoff and flow-level association. We formulate the
client association in high-density scenario as an optimization
problem aiming to minimize the inter packet delay of individual
flows, based on an unsaturated and heterogeneous Markovian
analytical model. Further, we interpret the optimization problem
as an NP-hard supermodular set function minimization problem,
which is solved by two low-complexity heuristic methods, namely
the greedy algorithm and the bounded local search algorithm.
Through simulations, we demonstrate the effectiveness of our
proposed client association solution.
Index Terms—Software defined networking (SDN), Software
defined WLAN (SDWLAN), client association, quality of service
(QoS), high-density.

I. I NTRODUCTION

F

UTURE demand on high-quality wireless provisioning in
small-scale hotspot areas is envisioned to take a big jump
from what current wireless local area network (WLAN) can
supply, especially with the emergence of cutting-edge applications such as high-definition video streaming and virtual reality. To fill the gap, evolvement on transmission technologies has
been in steady progress and prospective solutions have been
brought forth and standardized. However, the management and
control of WLAN still remains in the original paradigm, which
is inefficient in terms of resource utilization and has become
the impedance for realizing advanced functionalities.
As an important part of management and control, client
association in current WLAN is conducted in a spontaneous
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and arbitrary manner, and therefore is not globally optimal.
It is often the case that some of the access points (APs)
are congested while others are underutilized, which leads to
inefficiency, network performance degradation, and quality
of service (QoS) dissatisfaction. What is more, only very
limited information is exposed to clients, which is insufficient
for clients to make appropriate association decisions. The
information can even be misleading in certain cases. For
example, in the enterprise scenario, an AP usually shares
the backhaul with many other APs, femto base stations and
desktops. Therefore, the effective backhaul capacity of the AP
can become limited and bottleneck the wireless transmission.
However, clients are unaware of the backhaul of APs and
may connect with an AP with high signal strength but limited
backhaul capacity. Moreover, current association mechanism
cannot react to the network dynamics swiftly and efficiently
due to the lack of flexibility, which is reflected in the following
aspects: i) only client-level association is supported; ii) one
client can only be associated with one AP at the same time;
and iii) re-association can cause service interruption. On the
contrary, a carefully designed client association scheme within
a more flexible and powerful management paradigm is able
to take advantage of the densely deployed APs and enhance
WLAN in an easy-to-implement way that requires no change
at PHY and MAC layers. Towards efficient client association
in WLAN, software defined networking (SDN) [1] promises
to deliver more flexible and manageable networks and provide
diverse QoS guarantees through the separation of control plane
and data plane. Such an integration of SDN and WLAN is
referred to as software defined WLAN (SDWLAN).
As a newly emerging technology, SDWLAN still faces
many challenges with respect to client association. Fig. 1
illustrates the basic idea of client association in SDWLAN.
As shown in the figure by solid arrows, the controller is
responsible for the client association through interactions with
the APs and clients. Also, the dotted arrows describe the
general process for client association. Since the above process
is quite different from the current WLAN, the first challenge
is how to exploit the advanced features of SDWLAN so as to
enhance client association. Realistic and useful functionalities
need to be first identified from the existing SDWLAN prototypes, and then integrated with the client association workflow
and utilized during the decision-making process. The second
challenge is how to efficiently conduct client association in
the high-density scenario, which is common in future wireless
networks [2] and has appealed to both academia and industries
[3][4][5]. With limited orthogonal channels in the unlicensed
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Fig. 1: Basic idea of client association in SDWLAN.

bands (e.g., only three orthogonal channels in the 2.4GHz
band), some of the APs have to work on the same channel.
Therefore, simply associating clients with less loaded APs
working on different channels is not optimal enough and
cannot take full advantage of the densely deployed APs. The
last challenge is how to enhance the QoS provision capability
of SDWLAN with client association. Future applications tend
to have higher requirements on QoS. Also, a client may have
several concurrent QoS-sensitive services. Each of them needs
to be treated separately.
In order to address the aforementioned challenges, this paper
studies the QoS-driven efficient client association in highdensity SDWLAN scenario. To begin with, we identify the
new features of SDWLAN, which differs the client association
in SDWLAN from that in current WLAN. The feasibility of
these features in practice has been demonstrated by prototypes
of SDWLAN. However, how to utilize the new features to
develop a novel client association process has not been studied
by literatures so far. The first feature is centralized client
association, which means association decisions for all the
clients are made by the SDWLAN controller. This feature
is due to the fact that data flows in SDWLAN are centrally
controlled by the controller. The second feature is global network state awareness of the controller, which realizes global
optimization of client association with the aid of network
monitoring techniques. In this paper, the network state mainly
refers to the data rates of links between clients and APs, the
data rates of services requested by the clients and the backhaul
capacity of APs. The third feature is flow-level association,
owing to the flexible flow operations and control by SDWLAN
controllers. Specifically, different flows of the same client
can be associated with different APs simultaneously, thereby
realizing the dedicated management of each individual flow.
The last feature is seamless handoff, which means association
decisions can be updated timely through re-association without
significant performance degradation and service interruption.
The seamless handoff property also reveals the potential for
adopting SDWLAN in the high-mobility scenario, such as
vehicular networks [6].
With the above features, we further consider client association in the high-density scenario. In this paper, “high-density”
mainly implies the overlapped basic service set (OBSS) case,
in which all the APs and clients are located within a certain
coverage area and operate on the same channel. Therefore,
OBSS can represent the high-density scenario in terms of both

spatial and frequency perspectives. Then, client association is
formulated as an optimization problem, with the objective of
minimizing the inter packet delay of individual flows. Such
an objective aims to improve the QoS provision by reducing
the chance of service interruption and flow suspension. The
problem formulation is based on the derivation of inter packet
delay from an appropriate analytical model [7], which is an
extension of Bianchi’s Markov model [8] in the unsaturated
and heterogenous scenario. The formulated problem is further
interpreted as an NP-hard supermodular set function minimization problem, and two heuristic algorithms are developed as
the solutions, namely the greedy algorithm and the bounded
local search algorithm. In summary, the contributions of this
paper are listed as below:
• We present the system model of SDWLAN and the workflow of client association in SDWLAN, which not only
shed light on how advanced SDWLAN features can be
utilized to improve client association, but also exemplify
how traditional network management and control can be
enhanced with the new SDN paradigm.
• Based on the derivation of inter packet delay from an unsaturated and heterogenous Markovian analytical model,
we formulate a novel flow-level delay-minimized client
association problem in high-density SDWLAN, so as to
improve the QoS of each individual application in the
resource-restricted scenario.
• In order to find an efficient and scalable way to solve the
problem, we interpret the formulated problem into an NPhard supermodular set function minimization problem,
and thereby develop two sub-optimal low-complexity
solutions, namely the greedy algorithm and the bounded
local search algorithm.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II introduces the literatures related to this paper. System
model of SDWLAN and the workflow of client association
are presented in Section III. Problem formulation of the client
association in SDWLAN is given in Section IV, which is followed by the development of heuristic solutions in Section V.
Simulation results are provided in Section VI and conclusion
of the paper is drawn in Section VII.
II. R ELATED W ORKS
A. SDN
SDN [1] is an emerging networking paradigm originated
from McKeown’s seminal work [9]. The main concept of
SDN is the separation of control plane and data plane in
the network layer, compared with traditional networks where
control and forwarding functionalities are coupled within the
switches. Specifically, the network flows are controlled by
the centralized controller, in which various network applications (e.g., routing) can be deployed. Therefore, the switches
only need to implement packet processing functions (e.g.,
forwarding, dropping) based on the rules set by the controller.
OpenFlow [9] is the de facto communication protocol between
the controller and switches. It standardizes the flow table
formats of the switches such that packets can be processed
in a “match-action” manner. The benefits of SDN include
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but not limited to: network programmability and flexibility,
robustness, vendor neutralization and global optimality. Due to
these advantages, SDN has been successfully adopted in wired
networks, and recently is shifted to the wireless networks such
as wireless mesh network [10], vehicular network [11][12],
and WLAN.
B. Implementation of SDWLAN
Since the emergence of SDN, researchers have been focusing on realizing the advanced SDN features in WLAN. Recently, several SDWLAN systems have been designed and prototyped to demonstrate the features. In [13], Yap et al. present
OpenRoads and develop a wireless extension of OpenFlow.
Odin [14] is another implementation of SDWLAN, which is
built on the concept of light virtual AP (LVAP) abstraction. In
CloudMAC [15], MAC frames are generated and processed by
the virtual APs (VAPs) residing in datacenters. Hence, physical
APs only need to forward these MAC frames. BeHop [16]
utilizes SDN to build a testbed for dense Wi-Fi networks, in
which APs only implement low-level managements and timesensitive tasks. In COAP framework [17], Patro and Banerjee
propose a set of SDN-based Open APIs for home WLAN
management so as to achieve coordination among APs through
centralized control. In the following, we give more details on
how the new features of SDWLAN are implemented.
1) Centralized Client Association: In [18], Murty et al.
configure the APs so that they only send beacons with hidden
SSIDs. Each AP maintains a local access control list containing the MAC addresses of the clients that are allowed
to associate with the AP and only responses to the probe
requests from the clients in its list. Similarly, in [16], the
white-listing mechanism of commercial off-the-shelf APs is
utilized to implement the centralized client association. After
the white list of each AP is set by the controller, a client can
only associate with the AP whose list contains it.
2) Global Network State Awareness: Many existing opensource utilities can support the monitoring and gathering of
network state information. For example, packet-level statistics
can be obtained through Wireshark; in-frame information
delivery can be realized by Radiotap headers; and flow type
identification can be achieved via deep packet inspection
(DPI). In [17], the authors use Click to implement linklevel statistics gathering. [19] utilizes RFlow for client traffic
monitoring and Wiviz for channel information collection. The
collector module in [16] is able to collect data from three
sources: Wi-Fi statistics, raw packets with radio metadata and
traffic on the wired backhauls.
3) Seamless Handoff: Seamless handoff can be achieved in
SDWLAN through AP virtualization. One of the representative
works is Odin [14], which builds an LVAP for each client in
the physical APs. In this way, each client is given the illusion
that it always connects to the same AP. Then, handoff between
APs can be realized through moving the client’s LVAP from
the old physical AP to the new one. A similar method is
proposed in CloudMAC [15], where the state information of
associations is kept in the VAPs residing in datacenters and
physical APs are only responsible for packet transmissions

on the wireless interface. Hence, handoff simply requires
changing the forwarding rules of the OpenFlow switches.
4) Flow-level Association: Generally, the controller can
control the forwarding paths of the flows through setting
the flow tables of the switches. Also, APs can know the
destinations of flows from the controller and then transmit
flows to corresponding clients. In OpenRoads [13], a client
can be associated with two or even more APs, forming the
bi-casting or n-casting links. [20] utilizes a group of APs to
communicate with a certain client, which is referred to as “AP
diversity”.
C. Analytical Model of WLAN
Performance analysis of IEEE 802.11 distributed coordination function (DCF) has been well studied in the past
decades. Bianchi’s model [8] is the most influential one,
which adopts Markov chains to model the possible states of
a node. However, several important assumptions are made
in the model such that it cannot be used in many practical
scenarios. Therefore, many extensions of Bianchi’s model
have been created. In [21], the authors analyze the delay
in the IEEE 802.11e enhanced distributed channel access
(EDCA) scenario. Malone et al. consider nonsaturated and
heterogenous conditions in [22] by adding post-backoff states
to the original Markov model. Felemban and Ekici add a
channel state Markov chain in [23] so as to improve the
accuracy of backoff process modeling. Aurzada et al. consider
the frame aggregation feature in IEEE 802.11n and extend
the analysis of Bianchi’s model in [24]. In [7], Gong and
Yang present another nonsaturated and heterogenous Markov
model, which is the one we adopt in this paper. On the one
hand, the clients in our scenario are also nonsaturated and have
various sizes of flows. On the other hand, compared with the
other extensions mentioned above, it is the most appropriate
model for the client association problem formulation, in terms
of complexity and accuracy. Based on the node transmission
probability given by the model, we further derive the average
inter packet delay of individual flows.
D. Client Association Optimization
Client association optimization becomes a hot topic recently
in both WLAN and small cell networks, since it can improve
the network performance in dense deployment scenarios under
the current transmission technologies. In [18], Murty et al.
present client association and load balancing mechanisms
based on the “Available Capacity” metric. Bejerano et al.
achieve max-min fairness client association in [25]. In [26],
Broustis et al. propose measurement-driven guidelines for
WLAN designs, which include channel assignment of APs,
client association and power control of APs. In [7], an online
client association algorithm is proposed with the purpose of
maximizing MAC efficiency. An access link virtualization
approach is developed in [27] in order to let the clients make
use of the pooled Wi-Fi resources. Backhaul-awareness client
association is considered in [28], [29] and [30]. In [28], a
delay-based (including both wireless and backhaul delays)
access control policy is proposed in the heterogeneous network
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Fig. 2: An illustrative architecture of SDWLAN.

scenario based on a hierarchical network model. Beyranvand
et al. study the client association in fiber-wireless (FiWi)
enhanced LTE-A heterogeneous networks in [29] and take into
account the delay and reliability of fiber backhauls. In [30],
Chai and Shin propose to aggregate backhaul links of multiple
APs by associating a client with different APs in different
periods. Different from the above works, this paper studies
client association in the SDWLAN scenario by considering
the new SDN-enabled features. Also, we focus on client
association in OBSS, which is a common case in high-density
WLAN. Moreover, we aim to improve the QoS of individual
flows in SDWLAN through the minimization of average inter
packet delay.
III. S YSTEM M ODEL
Fig. 2 shows an illustrative architecture of the SDWLAN.
The OpenFlow switches are controlled by the SDN controller
such that traffic can be routed to the APs based on the rules.
Specifically, a packet coming from the Internet first arrives at
an OpenFlow switch, and is then forwarded it to other switches
and finally to the destination AP based on the corresponding
flow table entries set by the controller. If it is the first packet
of a flow, then it is first sent to the SDN controller, which
then forwards the packet as well as the flow table settings to
all the related switches. Packet transmission between APs and
clients is the same as that in current WLAN.
The workflow of the centralized client association process
in SDWLAN is illustrated in Fig. 3. In the first step, due
to the global network state awareness feature of SDWLAN,
the controller gathers all the necessary information from other
components in the system. In this paper, the information
mainly refers to the wireless channel quality of each client-AP
pair, the backhaul link capacity of each AP and the data rate of
each flow. APs act as the gateway for the information gathering
of clients, which cannot contact the controller directly. Then,
with the global information, the controller makes the client
association decision in a centralized manner. In the third step,
the controller distributes the decision to the data plane, i.e.,
setting the forwarding rules of each switch and configuring

Periodical activation +
Event-driven activation

Seamless
handoff

Fig. 3: Workflow of centralized client association in SDWLAN.

each AP. Also, each client gets response from the AP that it is
assigned to such that the association is confirmed. In order to
adapt to the dynamics of the network, the above association
process is activated periodically and can be triggered by certain
events. With the seamless handoff feature of SDWLAN, the
connection state of each client can be maintained all the time,
i.e., changes in association decisions are transparent to the
ongoing services.
In our scenario, due to the flow-level association feature of
SDWLAN, a client can upload to one AP and download from
another AP at the same time. Hence, it can be decomposed as
an upload client and a download client. We also consider flowlevel routing for the download traffic, so a download client
can be associated with multiple APs, each of which transmits
a fraction of the original traffic. Actually, since a download
client does not really transmit, it can be equivalently regarded
as several dummy download clients, each being associated
with one AP and receiving corresponding flows. Specifically,
we consider the case that each dummy client only has one
flow (here we assume that a single flow cannot be split). Note
that if flow-level association is disabled, then all the dummy
clients should be associated with the same AP.
In this paper, we consider the OBSS scenario where there
exist n co-channel transmitting nodes consisting of nu upload
clients and na APs, which deliver packets to nd download
clients, i.e., n = nu + na . Let A, Nu and Nd represent the
set of APs, upload clients and download clients respectively
(the cardinalities are na , nu and nd ). We also define Nua and
Nda as the upload and download clients associated with AP a.
According to the above analysis, we have Nu ∩ Nd = ∅. Also,
Nd and Nda represent the sets of dummy download clients
instead of the real ones. Throughout the analysis, a can only
refer to an AP while i, j can refer to either a general node or
a client.
IV. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
In this section, we will formulate the centralized client
association as an optimization problem based on a Markovian
analytical model. Specifically, the objective is to derive the
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mean inter packet delay of download flows from the model
and minimize it in the formulated problem, where the backhaul
link capacity of each AP will be considered as the main
constraint.

A. Markovian Analytical Model of WLAN
The IEEE 802.11 DCF is featured by the random backoff
process and can be characterized by a Markovian analytical
model. We adopt the two-dimension Markov model in [7] to
help describe the behavior of each node in the network. A brief
review of the model is given below. The maximum number
of backoff stages is m, so a node i can be in the backoff
stage 0, 1, 2, ..., m. The contention window size of a backoff
stage l can be derived as per the binary exponential backoff
mechanism, i.e., Wl = 2l W0 , where W0 is the minimum
contention window size CWmin and Wm = 2m CWmin is
the maximum contention window size CWmax . A backoff
state in the model is represented by (l, k), where the backoff
counter k ∈ {0, 1, 2, ..., Wl − 1}. There is also a special state
(−1, 0), which represents the state that a node has no packet
to transmit. After a successful transmission, each node returns
to this state and waits until the arrival of the next packet that
is to be transmitted. The stationary distribution of each state
of node i is denoted by bl,k (i) and can be solved from the
properties of the Markov chain. The transmission probability
of node i at the beginning of each state is denoted by τi and
can be known with bl,k (i).
We consider both packet collision and channel error, so the
packet error probability of node is given by:
pi = 1 − (1 − pci )(1 − pei )

(1)

where pci is the conditional packet collision probability and
pei is the packet error probability due to channel error. Then,
the conditional successful transmission probability of node i
is given by:
Y
psi = 1 − pi = (1 − pei )
(1 − τj )
(2)
j∈A∪Nu ,j6=i

We use qi to denote the packet arrival probability of node i,
i.e., the probability that node i has a packet to transmit at state
(−1, 0). For qi , i ∈ Nu , under the Poisson process model, we
have:
qi = 1 − e−λi Es

(3)

where Es is the mean state length and λi is the packet arrival
rate (in number of packets per unit time). For AP a, the
corresponding packet arrival probability is:
Y
qa = 1 −
(1 − qi )
(4)
i∈Nda

which also gives:
λa =

X
i∈Nda

λi

(5)

B. Calculation of Mean State Length
During a state transition, three events can happen: the
channel being idle, only one node transmitting (i.e., successful
transmission of a packet if there is no failure due to channel
error) and more than one nodes transmitting (i.e., collision).
In the first event, the state length is equal to the backoff slot
length σ. Also, the probability of the event is:
Y
(1 − τi )
(6)
Pidle =
i∈A∪Nu

Hence, the event length (i.e., the state length multiplied by
event probability) is:
Tidle = Pidle σ

(7)

The IEEE 802.11 protocol has both time and bit overheads.
It also has two access mechanisms, i.e., basic mode and
RTS/CTS mode. We use To,s and Lo,s (To,c and Lo,c ) to
respectively represent the time and bit overheads in a successful transmission (collision) for both access modes (mode
is labeled on the superscript when necessary). Details of these
overheads can be found in [8]. Then, in the second event, the
mean length Ttr,s is given as:


P
Li +Lo,s
psi
T
+
Ttr,s =
τi (1−p
o,s
ri
ei )
i∈Nu

(8)
P a
P
Li +Lo,s
psa
+
hi To,s + ri
τa (1−pea )
i∈Nda

a∈A

where Li is the average payload size in bit, ri is the date
rate between node i and its associated AP, and hai denotes the
probability that the packet arriving at AP a belongs to client
i. Assuming that hai is proportional to the packet arrival rate
of i, i.e., λi , we have:
λi
hai = P

(9)

λj

j∈Nda

In the third event, the calculation of mean length Ttr,c is
slightly different for the two access methods, as shown below:
(
)!
X
Li + Lbas
o,c
bas
bas
Ttr,c =
Pc,Nc · To,c + maxi∈Nc
(10)
ri
Nc

rts
Ttr,c

=

X


Pc,Nc ·

rts
To,c


+ maxi∈Nc

Nc

Lrts
o,c
ri


(11)

where Nc is the set of nodes involved in a collision and Pc,Nc
is the corresponding probability. Nc should satisfy:


S a
Nc ⊆
Nd ∪ Nu , |Nc | ≥ 2 ,
(12)
a∈A
a
a0
0
∀i, j ∈ Nc , i ∈ Nd , j ∈ Nd : a 6= a
Let ai denote the AP serving client i and Ac denote the set of
APs involved in the collision, i.e., Ac = {ai : i ∈ Nc − Nu }.
Then, Pc,Nc can be calculated:
Q
Q
Pc,Nc =
τi ·
(1 − τi ) ·
u
Q i∈Nc ∩N
Qi∈Nu −Nc
(13)
ai
τai hi ·
(1 − τa )
i∈Nc −Nu

a ∈A−Ac
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With the three event lengths calculated above, the mean state
length Es can be given by:
Es = Tidle + Ttr,s + Ttr,c

τi psi Li
Es

(15)

In this paper, we focus on the inter packet delay of download
flows. First, we suppose that a packet of i ∈ Nda has arrived at
a and calculate the access delay of the packet. The duration of
a successful transmission is (applicable for both basic access
method and RTS/CTS method):
Li + Lo,s
ri

(16)

The duration of a collision involving i is denoted as ∆c,i,a
and it can be calculated from Eq. (10) and Eq. (11), with Nc
being the set of colliding nodes containing i. Hence, the access
delay for i is:
∆access
=
i,a

∞
P

pa l (1 − pa )

l=0

· (∆s,i,a + l∆c,i,a +

l
P
b=0

2min{b,m} W0 −1
Es 0 )
2

(17)

Es0

is the mean state length when a is not transmitting.
where
The mean access delay for AP a is given by:
X
∆access
=
hai ∆access
(18)
a
i,a
Then, we can calculate the waiting delay, namely the duration
between the last successful packet transmission and a new
packet arrival, i.e.,
1
Es 0
qa

(19)

Therefore, the delay between two consecutive successful packet transmissions is:
∆a = ∆access
+ ∆wait
a
a
Nda ,

∆pkt,a

(22)

a∈A

subject to:
xi,a ∈ {0, 1}
X
xi,a ≤ 1

(23)
(24)

xi,a ri,a > 0, ∀ xi,a > 0

(25)

λa ≤ Ba

(26)

where ri,a is the data rate between AP a and client i and Ba
is the downlink backhaul capacity of AP a. Constraint (23)
corresponds to the assumption that a single flow cannot be
split. Constraint (24) indicates a client cannot be associated
with multiple APs, since we have assumed that each client
only has one flow. Constraint (25) means a client cannot be
associated with an AP when the data rate between them is 0.
Constraint (26) suggests the total download traffic of an AP
should be less than its backhaul capacity.
V. C LIENT A SSOCIATION A LGORITHMS
In this section, we first introduce how to solve the Markov
model. Then, the presented optimization problem is interpreted
in another way and the NP-hardness property is shown.
Accordingly, two heuristic algorithms are proposed, namely
the greedy method and the local search method. At last, some
discussions on the centralized client association algorithms are
given.
A. Solving the Non-linear System

i∈Nda

∆wait
=
a

X = arg min

)
X

a∈A

C. Delay Minimization Problem Formulation

∆s,i,a = To,s +

(

(14)

Also, the mean throughput of node i is the mean successfully
transmitted bits during the mean state length, namely:
Si =

objective:

(20)

1/hai

For i ∈
it takes average
times for the AP to transmit
its packet, so the delay between two consecutive packets of i
is 1/hi · ∆a . Therefore, the mean inter packet delay for the
clients associated with AP a is:
X
1
(21)
∆pkt,a =
hi ∆a = |Nda |∆a
h
i
a

Basically, in order to calculate the delay, we should at least
obtain the values of transmission probabilities τi for i ∈ A ∪
Nu . This requires to solve at least n non-linear equations. Due
to the complexity of these equations, we choose to solve the
non-linear system containing 2n + 1 equations, i.e., equations
for τi for n nodes, equations for psi for n nodes, and equation
for Es . For simplicity, all the equations are represented in the
form of f (·) = 0 and the system is represented as F(·) = 0.
By solving the system, variables τi , pci for i ∈ A ∪ Nu and
Es can be obtained. In this paper, we use Newton’s method to
solve the above non-linear system since it is known to have fast
convergence speed. As an iterative method, Newton’s method
ends when the l2-norm of F(·) is less than the accuracy control
variable . Also, we make sure that the obtained solution is
the desired one (i.e., not other local optima which are usually
invalid) by carefully selecting an appropriate starting point.

i∈Nd

We use X = {xi,a } as the indicator for association between
clients i ∈ Nu ∪ Nd and APs a ∈ A. Under a given X, the
association between clients and APs can be known, and the
delay can be calculated from the above analysis. The objective
is to find an association X that minimizes the sum of all
the APs’ average inter packet delay. The formulation of the
problem is given as follows:

B. Problem Interpretation
In this subsection, we interpret the problem formulated in
Sec. IV into supermodular set function optimization, which
is a powerful method and has been used in similar scenarios
[31][32]. The original objective (22) is minimizing the sum of
average inter packet delay of all APs. For the convenience of
problem interpretation, we slightly change it into minimizing
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the sum of inter packet delay of all download clients. Also, we
interpret the variables X in another way. Note that for the upload clients in our scenario, what they can do to minimize the
total delay is only to reduce the channel occupation time when
it has the transmission opportunity. Therefore, we adopt the
maximum received signal strength indicator (RSSI) association
method for the upload clients. In the following, we thus only
consider the association of download clients. We define the
universe set U = {ui,a } for i ∈ Nd and a ∈ A. Each element
in U represents a feasible association between a download
client and an AP. Also, the objective is defined as a set function
on the power set of U, denoted as f : 2U → R+ . So our
job becomes to find U = arg minU ∈2U f (U ) satisfying certain
constraints, which is described in the following proposition:
Proposition 1: The problem described above is a nondecreasing supermodular function minimization problem satisfying cardinality constraint, partition matroid constraint and
knapsack constraint.
We first give some explanations on the terms mentioned
in the above proposition [33][34]. A set function is a function
that is defined on a family of sets (e.g., a subset I of power set
2U ). A non-decreasing set function (also called a monotone set
function) satisfies f (A) ≥ f (B) for A ⊇ B. A supermodular
function (i.e., negative of a submodular function) has the
following property:
f (A) + f (B) ≤ f (A ∩ B) + f (A ∪ B)

(27)

It can also be written equivalently as below:
f (A ∪ {e}) − f (A) ≥ f (B ∪ {e}) − f (B)

(28)

for A ⊇ B and e ∈ 2U \A. Cardinality constraint requires the
number of elements of a solution U be limited, i.e., |U | ≤
k. Partition matroid constraint means U should belong to a
partition matroid. For a matroid M = (U, I), U is partitioned
into ` non-intersecting subsets U1 , U2 , ...U` with associated
integers k1 , k2 , ..., k` . A set T
U ⊆ U belongs to the partition
matroid (i.e., U ∈ I) iff
|U
Ui | ≤ ki . Knapsack constraint
P
requires the value of
c(u) be less than a constant value,
u∈U

where c(·) is a function defined on U.
Now we give proofs on Proposition 1. Here we define
f (∅) = 0. As more clients are associated with APs, the total
delay gets larger, so the objective function is non-decreasing.
If a new client is added, the delay of all the existing clients also
increases due to contention, queuing and so on. Therefore, the
more clients existing in the network, the larger the total delay
becomes when a new client is added. From property (28), the
objective function is supermodular. Since all the clients will
be associated with APs at the end, we have |U | ≤ Nd and the
cardinality constraint exists. We partition the universe U into
|Nd | subsets U1 , U2 , ...U|Nd | , where Ui contains
T ui,a for a ∈ A.
Hence, a feasible association U satisfies U Ui ≤ 1 because
a client can only be associated with one AP, which gives the
partition matroid constraint. Knapsack constraint corresponds
to constraint (26), i.e., the sum of download flows should not
exceed the backhaul capacity of the AP that they are associated
with.

It is known that submodular function maximization problem
and its counterpart supermodular function minimization problem are NP-hard [33][35]. Therefore, we adopt low-complexity
heuristic algorithms for the download client association. In
our algorithms, the knapsack constraint is relaxed through the
following relationship:



X
λi , Ba
(29)
λa = min


a
i∈Nd

namely, the backhaul capacity constraint is represented by
limiting the flow arrival rate of the AP. In this way, the inter
packet delay of download flows will become larger due to
the limited backhaul capacity, which serves as the penalty for
violating the constraint.
C. Heuristic Algorithms
We first present a basic greedy algorithm, as shown in Alg.
1. In each iteration, a client is associated with an AP that
minimizes the total delay. The loop ends until all the clients
are associated. It can be seen that the algorithm has |Nd |
iterations, each of which contains at most |U| = |Nd ||Na |
computations of f (Ui ∪ {uj,a }) − f (Ui ), so the complexity of
2
greedy association algorithm is O(|Nd ||Na | ).
Algorithm 1: G REEDY A SSOCIATION A LGORITHM
Input: U
Output: U
1 i = 0, U0 = ∅
2 while U 6= ∅ do
3
uj,a ← arg min
S uj,a ∈U {f (Ui ∪ {uj,a }) − f (Ui )}
4
Ui+1 ← Ui {uj,a }
5
U ← U − {uk,a : uk,a ∈ U, k = j}
6
i←i+1
7

return Ui

Next, based on the algorithm given in [35], we present
another polynomial-time and bounded local search method, as
shown in Alg. 2. The algorithm requires an initial feasible
association and an accuracy control variable ε ∈ (0, 1) as
inputs. We adapt the client association to the algorithm in
[35] since it only considers cardinality constraint. Specifically,
when calculating θ, we assume that for every download client,
there exist |Na | identical clients, each of which is associated
with a different AP respectively. In this way, the partition
matroid constraint is not considered temporarily and f (U) can
be calculated. Afterwards, the local search is conducted—in
each iteration, one element v in the original association Ui
is replaced by another u. The selection of u and v aims at
minimizing the total delay. Note that the partition matroid constraint should be complied with, i.e., u and v should belong to
the same partition set Uj . The local search terminates when the
reduced total delay is small enough. In each iteration, there are
|Nd |(|Na | − 1) computations of f (Ui + {u} − {v}). According
to [35], the algorithm ends within at most O((|Nd ||Na |)3 ) iterations. Hence, the complexity of the local search association
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is O((|Nd ||Na |)4 ). Also, the original
h algorithmi in [35] has
θ
1
1 + (1−θ)
a bounded approximation ratio 1−ε
2 . Due to the
partition matroid constraint, the solution space of our problem
is a subset to that of the original problem. Therefore, our
algorithm at least has the same bounded approximation ratio.
e and the optimal one U ∗ ,
In other words, for our solution U
we have:
"
#
θ
1
∗
e
1+
f (U ) ≤
(30)
2 f (U )
1−ε
(1 − θ)

Algorithm 2: L OCAL S EARCH A SSOCIATION A LGO RITHM

1
2
3
4

5
6
7

Input: U, U0 , ε
Output: U n
o
f ({u})
θ ← maxu∈U 1 − f (U )−f
(U −{u}) ,i ← −1
repeat
i←i+1
(u, v) ←
arg minu,v∈Uj ,∀j∈Nd ,u∈U \Ui ,v∈Ui {f (Ui + {u} − {v})}
Ui+1 ← Ui + {u} − {v}
until f (Ui ) − f (Ui+1 ) ≤ (1−θ)ε
na nd f (Ui )
return Ui+1

D. Discussions
In this subsection, several issues related with the centralized
client association algorithms are briefly discussed. The first
issue is about scalability, which is a problem that all centralized methods will encounter. A feasible solution [27] is
to conduct the centralized association only for the “elephant”
flows (e.g., video streaming). In practice, one client usually
does not have several concurrent “elephant” flows, and hence
such a solution can greatly reduce the computation load of
the centralized method. For the “mice” flows, they can have
the same APs with the flows of the same client, or just use a
simple maximum RSSI association. The involved complexityperformance compromise is acceptable since “mice” flows
cannot significantly influence the network. A more robust
method is to build a virtualized network for these “mice” flows
and allocate dedicated resources for them by slicing the Wi-Fi
network.
The second issue is about the network dynamics since
the centralized client association is based on the network
“snapshot”, i.e., the current network state. In SDWLAN, the
inter-AP handoff overheads are trivial due to the seamless
handoff feature. Also, the controller has the global view of
the realtime network state through monitoring. Therefore, two
methods can be adopted to make client association adapt to
the dynamic change of network topology. In the first method,
the controller periodically updates the association, similar to
[19]. The length of the period is dependent on the compromise
between the timeliness of the association and the computation
costs. In the second method, the update of client association

can be triggered by certain events [18][7] that significantly
change the current network state, such as the joining/leaving
of clients and significant flow variations.
The last issue is about the configuration of APs, which
influences the hidden/exposed terminal problems in Wi-Fi networks. Generally, the transmission power and clear channel assessment (CCA) threshold of APs can be adjusted. However, as
shown in [36], it is impossible to eliminate the hidden/exposed
terminal problems together, so they can only be balanced.
What is more, [37] proves the existence of node starvation
problem if these parameters are badly tuned. [18] conducts
experiments to confirm the findings in [37] and indicates that
the best policy is to simply use the maximum transmission
power. With considerations on all these conclusions, in this
paper, we let all the APs use the same transmission power
and CCA threshold. Also, the CCA threshold is adjusted such
that each node can detect the transmissions from other nodes.
This is practical in the OBSS scenario, where APs and clients
are supposed to be densely distributed within a certain area.
With the above configurations, the network tends to have more
toleration on the exposed terminal problem than the hidden
terminal problem, since the latter can cause more collisions
and spoil the transmissions.
VI. S IMULATION R ESULTS
In this section, we conduct simulations to evaluate the
outcomes presented in the paper. The density of APs operating
on a single channel can be as high as 0.004 AP/m2 . Also,
there exist at most 10 APs and 30 clients operating on the
channel within the area similar to the coverage of a single AP.
The above network density is close to other works on highdensity WLAN such as [38]. Parameters used in the simulation
are given in Tab. I. All the MAC protocol parameters are
consistent with IEEE 802.11n and can be found in [24].
TABLE I: Values of the parameters used in the simulation.

Parameter
simulation time
maximum backoff stage m
minimum window size W0
packet failure probability pe
slot length σ
propagation delay δ
MAC overheads
packet length L
MCS
flow data rate

Value
106 slots
6
16
10−5
9 us
1 us
see [24]
2304 Bytes
{65, 58.5, 52, 39, 26, 19.5, 13, 6.5} Mbps
{100, 200, 300, 400, 500} KB/s

A. Model Verification
In this subsection, we validate the accuracy of the Markov
model. With different network sizes and in both basic and
RTS/CTS modes, the system throughput and average inter
packet delay derived from the model are compared with the
results from the simulation, as shown in Fig. 4 and Fig.
5, respectively. From both figures, it can be found that the
analytical results can match the simulation outcomes well,
which validates the accuracy of the model. Hence, the results
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Fig. 4: System throughput from Markov model and simulation in basic mode and
RTS/CTS mode.
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Fig. 5: Average inter packet delay from Markov model and simulation in basic mode
and RTS/CTS mode.

from the model can be further used for the formulation of
client association problem. Note that in the following, we
only consider the basic mode in order to focus on the primary
purposes of the simulations.
B. Effect of High-Density APs and Backhual Capacity
In this subsection, we first show the effect of high-density
co-channel APs to the network performance. We change the
number of APs at each time (the backhaul capacity of each AP
is set to be sufficient) and compare the downlink throughput
and average inter packet delay with different numbers of
clients, as given in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, respectively. In Fig.
6, we can see the traditional WLAN characteristic, i.e., the
throughput slightly drops after the network becomes saturated.
Also, Fig. 6 shows that when the number of APs is small,
the downlink throughput increases as the number of APs gets
larger. There are two main reasons for this. On the one hand,
download clients are more likely to have larger transmission
rates. On the other hand, they also have more opportunities to
receive packets, since the “uplink and downlink asymmetry”
phenomenon is relieved due to the increased number of APs.
This can also be justified by the observation that as the number
of APs gets larger, the downlink throughput is much harder
to become saturated. However, more APs can also cause more
contentions and collisions, which may slightly decrease the
throughput when the number of APs is relatively large, as
shown in Fig. 6. Also, in Fig. 7, we can find similar results,

i.e., the average inter packet delay becomes larger when the
number of APs either gets larger or smaller. Therefore, it
can be concluded that the high-density co-channel APs can
be utilized to improve the performance if they are properly
deployed.
Next, we show how the backhaul capacity of APs affects the
throughput and inter packet delay of download clients. We set
the number of APs to 1 and changes the backhaul capacity
each time. As shown in Fig. 8, the downlink throughput
increases when the backhaul capacity becomes larger. Also,
as the number of clients gets larger, the downlink throughput
begins to decrease due to the contention from upload clients.
This happens when the backhaul capacity is saturated (marked
by the red circles) or when the number of upload clients gets
large enough. Similarly, from Fig. 9, it can be seen that the
average inter packet delay becomes larger when the backhaul
capacity is more limited.

C. Algorithm Comparison
In this subsection, we compare the algorithms presented in
this paper with three existing algorithms, which are described
as below:
1) RSSI: For the RSSI-based method, each client is associated with the AP that offers the largest transmission rate.
2) FAME: The FAir Mac Efficiency (FAME) [7] algorithm
aims at maximizing the minimum weighted MAC efficiency
of all the clients. We use the default weight 0 as indicated in
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Fig. 8: Downlink throughput with different backhaul capacities.
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[7], so the MAC efficiency of client i is (Eq. (5) in [7]):
αi =

Siup + Sidown
min {1, ui + di } · ri,ai

(31)

where ri,ai is the rate between i and its AP ai , Siup and
ui (Sidown and di ) are the throughput and packet arrival
probability of upload (download) flows of client i, respectively.
In our scenario, since all the clients and APs share the same
medium, the association mechanism is slightly changed from
[7]. Specifically, when a new client comes, it is assumed to be
associated with a different AP at each time and the minimum
MAC efficiency of all the clients that have been associated
with APs is calculated. Then, the client is finally associated
with the AP that maximizes the minimum MAC efficiency.
3) Access Link Virtualization: In [27], peak load minimization of all APs is achieved through access link virtualization,
Wi-Fi pooling and SDN-enabled traffic steering. The client
association problem is reduced to the classical job shop
scheduling problem and the best known longest processing
time (LPT) heuristic is used. Specifically, at each time, the
client with the most traffic demand is assigned to the AP with
the largest residue bandwidth.
Comparisons among the algorithms are conducted in three
different scenarios. In the first scenario, the clients and APs
are uniformly distributed and the backhaul capacity is large
enough. The average inter packet delay is given in Fig. 10a.
It can be seen that the performance of greedy and local
search methods is better than the FAME and Virtualization
algorithms. This is because that FAME is designed under the

assumption that each AP has a unique and isolated channel,
while Virtualization only considers traffic demand and backhaul capacity but neglects the influence of transmission rates.
Also, RSSI achieves nearly the same results as greedy and
local search methods, since in this scenario, the transmission
rates are the primary factor that affects the performance. In
the second scenario, we fix the number of APs to 3 and set
the backhaul capacity of the APs to 10Mbps, 20Mbps and
sufficiently large, respectively. From Fig. 10b, we can see that
FAME and Virtualization are still worse than the other three
methods. However, in this scenario, local search and greedy
methods perform better than RSSI, since the latter does not
take the backhaul capacity into account. In the third scenario,
the number of APs remains 3 but the clients are distributed in
the hotspot manner. Specifically, we suppose that most clients
are close to a certain AP and are relatively far away from the
other two APs. Fig. 10c shows the comparison results, from
which we can see similar outcomes as the second scenario.
The reason is that RSSI does not balance the traffic load
among APs, which leads to the situation that a large number
of clients are associated with one AP. Hence, the inter packet
delay becomes larger due to long queues at the congested AP.
At last, we show the effect of flow-level association to the
network performance. Enabling such a feature will endow
the client association with more flexibility. The number of
APs is set to 3 and the backhaul capacity of the APs is
20Mbps, 20Mbps and sufficiently large, respectively. Also,
clients are supposed to behave in the hotspot manner and each
client is supposed to have one upload flow and two download
flows. There are three cases compared in this scenario, i.e.,
RSSI, which cannot realize flow-level association; and greedy
method with and without flow-level association capabilities.
The average inter packet delay of all the download flows is
shown in Fig. 11. It can be seen that the performance is better
when flow-level association capability is enabled, due to more
flexibility for the association.
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have studied the client association in
SDWLAN by considering several new SDN features, namely
centralized client association, global network state awareness,
seamless handoff and flow-level association. The workflow of
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Fig. 10: Average inter packet delay of different methods under different scenarios: (a) uniform, sufficient backhaul capacity; (b) uniform, limited backhaul capacity; (c) hotspot,
sufficient backhaul capacity.

client association has been formulated as a delay-minimized
optimization problem, where the inter packet delay of flows
has been derived from a two-state Markov model. The formulated problem has been further transformed into an NPhard supermodular set function minimization problem and
two low-complexity heuristic algorithms have been proposed
to solve the problem. For our future work, we will jointly
consider channel allocation and client association problems in
SDWLAN to further improve the network efficiency.
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